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"From the forty-year-old friendship between Vaughan
Williams and Holst few letters survive: Holst kept less
than fifty, Vaughan Williams less than a dozen. Even
so, the correspondence gives a vivid impression of
their deep, excited, and continuing interest in each
other's work. These fragments of a lifelong
conversation on music show the changing conditions
from the nineties, when German influence dominated
the scene, to the early nineteen-thirties, when
English music was a firmly established and growing
reality. The letters are supplemented by lectures and
articles, unpublished or reprinted from sources long
out of print. The book has been edited by Ursula
Vaughan Williams and Imogen Holst." --Book jacket.
"Copiously documented chapters distill significant
amounts of scholarship about the featured
composers. Recommended"--Choice The turn of the
20th century was a time of great change in Britain.
The empire saw its global influence waning and its
traditional social structures challenged. There was a
growing weariness of industrialism and a desire to
rediscover tradition and the roots of English heritage.
A new interest in English folk song and dance
inspired art music, which many believed was seeing a
renaissance after a period of stagnation since the
18th century. This book focuses on the lives of seven
composers--Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav Holst,
Ernest Moeran, George Butterworth, Philip Heseltine
(Peter Warlock), Gerald Finzi and Percy
Grainger--whose work was influenced by folk songs
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and early music. Each chapter provides an historical
background and tells the fascinating story of a
musical life.
Serious scholarship on the music of Ralph Vaughan
Williams is currently enjoying a lively revival after a
period of relative quiescence, and is only beginning
to address the enduring affection of concert
audiences for his music. The essays that comprise
this volume extend the study of Vaughan Williams's
music in new directions that will be of interest to
scholars, performers and listeners alike. This volume
contains the work of eleven North American scholars
who have been recipients of the Ralph Vaughan
Williams Fellowship based at the composer's own
school, Charterhouse, which was created and has
been supported by the Carthusian Trust since 1985.
This wide-ranging and detailed collection of essays
covers the spectrum of genres in which Vaughan
Williams wrote, including dance, symphony, opera,
song, hymnody and film music. The contributors also
employ a range of analytical and historical methods
of investigation to illuminate aspects of Vaughan
Williams's compositional techniques and influences,
musical, literary and visual.
Ever since its premiere just before the composer's
death, Vaughan Williams's Ninth Symphony has
divided critical opinion and remained something of
an enigma. Yet the composer thought highly of the
work, and went against his usual practice by
preserving all the sketches. This study, the firstof its
kind on a work of Vaughan Williams, analyses the
symphony and traces its genesis through hundreds of
pages of sketches and drafts; it also offers a general
introduction to the composer's working methods. The
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manuscripts show how the composer worked
meticulously to create the complexexpressive
ambivalence of the finished work, transforming in the
process simpler conceptions redolent of his earlier
music. Most crucially, however, the sketches reveal
an underlying programme, centred on the theme of
innocent sacrifice and drawing on Hardy's Tess of the
D'Urbervilles, Stonehenge,and Salisbury Cathedral.
Vaughan Williams's new musical path in the
symphony, it emerges, was closely allied to the
continuing evolution of his visionary agnosticism.
Essays in Honour of Julian Rushton
Ralph Vaughan Williams
New Appreciations in the Twentieth Century
A Life in Music
Letters Written to Each Other and Occasional
Writings on Music, by Ralph Vaughan Williams and
Gustav Holst
A New English Music

The book comprises a selection of some 750
letters of the composer, Ralph Vaughan
Williams, selected from an extant corpus of
about 3,300. The letters are arranged
chronologically and have been chosen to
provide a cumulative pen-picture of the
composer in his own words. In general the
letters reflect VW's major preoccupations:
musical, personal and political. It was not
VW's way to discuss his inner creative
processes but he does discuss his music,
once it had been written: for example there is
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much to illustrate the process of 'washing the
face' of his major pieces before, and after,
they had reached the concert platform. There
is correspondence with collaborators such as
Gilbert Murray, Harold Child and Evelyn
Sharpe who provided texts; with his
publishers (mainly OUP) about printing
scores and parts; with conductors such as
Adrian Boult and John Barbirolli about
performances. He was in regular
correspondence with fellow composers such
as Gustav Holst, George Butterworth, Gerald
Finzi, Herbert Howells, John Ireland, Alan
Bush and Rutland Boughton. There were his
pupils: Elizabeth Maconchy and Cedric Thorpe
Davie amongst others. A series of close
personal friendships is well represented: his
Cambridge contemporary and cousin Ralph
Wedgwood, Edward Dent, and latterly
Michael Kennedy. Above all there are insights
on his lifelong devotion to his first wife,
Adeline, and his growing friendship with
Ursula Wood, who was to become his second
wife.
From 1918 onwards, Boult became one of
Vaughan Williams's most important
interpreters, giving the world premieres of
the Pastoral, Fourth and Sixth Symphonies,
performing almost all his major works (not
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only at home but with some of the world's
greatest orchestras), and working in close
collaboration with the composer on major
projects including the first complete
recording of Vaughan Williams's symphonies.
Boult continued to be the most devoted
advocate of Vaughan Williams's music to the
end of his long career. As this book shows,
Boult's scores include numerous annotations
derived from conversations and
correspondence with Vaughan Williams and
these provide important evidence of the
composer's wishes including adjustments to
orchestration, comments on interpretation,
dynamics, phrasing and revisions to Vaughan
Williams's notoriously unreliable metronome
marks. The evidence of these scores is
considered alongside the extensive
correspondence between Vaughan Williams
and Boult, Boult's private diaries and other
relevant documents including contemporary
press reports. The book includes three
substantial supplements: a detailed
description of Boult's marked scores, a
comprehensive list of Boult's Vaughan
Williams performances and a discography
including surviving recordings of unpublished
broadcasts. It will be indispensable reading
for scholars and students of Vaughan
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Williams and historical conducting, Vaughan
Williams enthusiasts and those interested in
the history of recorded music.
The Choral-Orchestral Works of Ralph
Vaughan Williams: Autographs, Context,
Discourse combines contextual knowledge, a
musical commentary, an inventory of the
holograph manuscripts, and a critical
assessment of the opus to create substantial
and meticulous examinations of Ralph
Vaughan Williams’s choral-orchestral works.
The contents include an equitable choice of
pieces from the various stages in the life of
the composer and an analysis of pieces from
the various stages of Williams’s life. The
earliest are taken from the pre-World War I
years, when Vaughan Williams was
constructing his identity as an academic and
musician—Vexilla Regis (1894), Mass (1899),
and A Sea Symphony (1910). The middle
group are chosen from the interwar
period—Sancta Civitas (1925), Benedicite
(1929), Magnificat (1932), Five Tudor
Portraits (1935), Dona nobis pacem
(1936)—written after Vaughan Williams had
found his mature voice. The last
cluster—Thanksgiving for Victory (1944),
Fantasia (Quasi Variazione) on the ‘Old 104’
Psalm Tune (1949), Sons of Light (1950),
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Hodie (1954), The Bridal Day/Epithalamion
(1938/1957)—typify the works finished or
revisited during the final years of the
composer’s life, near the end of the Second
World War and immediately before or after
his second marriage (1953).
A guide through the many publications on
20th-century British history, this reference
contains over 27,000 entries arranged by
theme, with introductions to each chapter.
Austin Harrison and the English Review
Hamish MacCunn (1868-1916): A Musical Life
The Hymnal 1982 Companion
Composers and Folk Traditions in England's
Musical Renaissance from the Late 19th to
the Mid-20th Century
Heirs and Rebels, Letters Written to Each
Other and Occasional Writings on Music by
Ralph Vaughan Williams and Gustav Holst.
Edited by Ursula Vaughan Williams and
Imogen Holst
Essays in Honour of Nicholas Temperley
Music and Performance Culture in NineteenthCentury Britain: Essays in Honour of Nicholas
Temperley is the first book to focus upon aspects of
performance in the broader context of nineteenthcentury British musical culture. In four Parts, 'Musical
Cultures', 'Societies', 'National Music' and 'Methods',
this volume assesses the role music performance
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plays in articulating significant trends and currents of
the cultural life of the period and includes articles on
performance and individual instruments; orchestral
and choral ensembles; church and synagogue
music; music societies; cantatas; vocal albums; the
middle-class salon, conducting; church music; and
piano pedagogy. An introduction explores
Temperley's vast contribution to musicology,
highlighting his seminal importance in creating the
field of nineteenth-century British music studies, and
a bibliography provides an up-to-date list of his
publications, including books and monographs, book
chapters, journal articles, editions, reviews, critical
editions, arrangements and compositions. Fittingly
devoted to a significant element in Temperley's
research, this book provides scholars of all
nineteenth-century musical topics the opportunity to
explore the richness of Britain's musical history.
This is the first book-length survey of 20th -century
British music for solo organ. Beginning with a
discussion of British organ music in the last decades
of the Victorian era, the book focuses on the pieces
that the composers wrote, their musical style,
possible influences on the composition of specific
works, and the details of their composition. Arranged
in chronological order according to date of birth are
detailed studies on important composers that made
especially significant contributions to organ music
including Parry, Stanford, Healey Willan, Herbert
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Howells, Percy Whitlock, Francis Jackson, Peter
Racine Fricker, Arthur Wills, and Kenneth Leighton.
Composers' biographies, the role of organs and
organ building developments, influential political and
sociological events, and aesthetic aspects of British
musical life are also discussed in detail. In the
concluding chapter, the author discusses the major
phases and achievements of the century and gauges
what may lie ahead in the new millennium. A
comprehensive Catalog of Works provides titles of
works, dates of composition, details of publishers,
and the dates of publication. More than 60 music
examples, 12 black and white photos, and an up-todate bibliography are included.
A Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction of 2011 title In the
late 1960s, with popular culture hurtling forward on
the sounds of rock music, some brave musicians
looked back instead, trying to recover the lost
treasures of English roots music and update them for
the new age. The records of Fairport Convention,
Pentangle, Steeleye Span, and Nick Drake are
known as "folk rock" today, but Rob Young's epic,
electrifying book makes clear that those musicians
led a decades-long quest to recover English musicand with it, the ancient ardor for mysticism and
paganism, for craftsmanship and communal living. It
is a commonplace that rock and R&B came out of
the folk and blues revivals of the early 1960s, and
Young shows, through enchanting storytelling and
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brilliant commentary, that a similar revival in England
inspired the Beatles and Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin
and Traffic, Kate Bush and Talk Talk. Folklorists
notated old songs and dances. Marxists put folk
music forward as the true voice of the people.
Composers like Benjamin Britten and Ralph
Vaughan Williams devised rich neo-traditional
pageantry. Today, the pioneers of the "acid folk"
movement see this music as a model for their own.
Electric Eden is that rare book which has something
truly new to say about popular music, and like Greil
Marcus's Lipstick Traces, it uses music to connect
the dots in a thrilling story of art and society, of
tradition and wild, idiosyncratic creativity.
(Meredith Music Resource). This exciting work, by
one of today's most highly regarded music scholars,
brings new light to the more than two dozen works
by Ralph Vaughan Williams for military band, brass
band and wind ensemble. Vaughan Williams' unique
relationship with fellow composer Gustav Holst is
examined as well as his relationships with personnel
at the Royal Military School of Music, the BBC and
the Salvation Army. There's much more in this hardto-put-down volume for conductors, performers,
students and aficionados! "...the contributions of Jon
Mitchell have become a cornerstone of serious
scholarship in our field. ...a welcome insight into the
life and works of Vaughan Williams. Contained within
are valuable insights into the world of Vaughan
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Williams that, for the majority of us, will be an
undiscovered country." Craig Kirchhoff Professor of
Music/Director of Bands University of Minnesota (a
href="http://youtu.be/8U3fN1SPXVE"
target="_blank")Click here for a YouTube video on
Ralph Vaughan Williams' Wind Works(/a)
Letters Written Beetween V.W. And Holst, and
Occasional Writings
Music, Life, and Changing Times: Selected
Correspondence Between British Composers
Elizabeth Maconchy and Grace Williams, 1927–77
Ralph Vaughan Williams and Adrian Boult
Gustav Holst
Music and Performance Culture in NineteenthCentury Britain
The Cambridge Companion to Twentieth-Century
Opera
My book begins with a brief consideration of what we
mean by “English music” and what factors are
involved. I explain the reasons behind my choice of
composers for consideration, and for the omissions from
the survey.
"Examining Austin Harrison as editor--his writings and
opinions, his public life and relations--Vogeler offers a
new perspective on British literary culture and political
journalism in the years just before, during, and after the
First World War and traces complex relationships
between a son and his famous father"--Provided by
publisher.
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"This single-volume life-and-works biography of Ralph
Vaughan Williams provides a contemporary reassessment
of one of the twentieth century's most versatile, influential,
and enduringly popular British musicians. Throughout his
wide-ranging career-as composer, conductor, editor,
scholar, folksong collector, teacher, author, administrator,
and philanthropist-Vaughan Williams worked tirelessly to
improve the standards and quality of British musical life.
His compelling and original musical language-inspired in
part by elements drawn from English folksong, French
impressionism, Wagnerian post-chromaticism, Tudor-era
sacred music, and Anglican hymnody-presented a
distinctively British response to musical modernism over
his sixty-year-long career, and in works ranging from art
songs for amateurs to perhaps the finest symphonic cycle
of the twentieth century. Alternating between biographical
and analytical chapters, it draws upon previously
inaccessible primary sources alongside a wealth of
secondary material to craft a concise and engaging
overview of Vaughan Williams's life and music"-This volume gathers together a cross-section of essays and
book chapters dealing with the ways in which musicians
and their music have been pressed into the service of
political, nationalist and racial ideologies. Arranged
chronologically according to their subject matter, the
selections cover Western and non-Western musics, as well
as art and popular musics, from the eighteenth century to
the present day. The introduction features detailed
commentaries on sources beyond those included in the
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volume, and as such provides an invaluable and
comprehensive reading list for researchers and educators
alike. The volume brings together for the first time
seminal articles written by leading scholars, and presents
them in such a way as to contribute significantly to our
understanding of the use and abuse of music for
ideological ends.
A Bibliography of British History, 1914-1989
Imogen Holst
Electric Eden
British Organ Music of the Twentieth Century
Vaughan Williams
Art and Ideology in European Opera
This book explores the hitherto neglected history
of the campaign for state funding of the arts. By
focusing on the important but forgotten
movements for music and drama subsidy before
and during WWII, Howard Webber makes an
important contribution to the history of arts
subsidy. Before the Arts Council rediscovers three
forgotten but influential campaigns for state
support of the arts in Britain in the 1930s and
wartime. Webber's impressive historical
excavation challenges existing scholarship, which
argues that arts subsidy was the result of the war,
and instead re-situates the campaign's origins in
the pre-war years. Webber does so by drawing on
correspondence from influential figures including
Ralph Vaughan Williams, John Maynard Keynes
and J.B Priestley, along with extensive use of
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government papers. Before the Arts Council is a
lively, compelling and scrupulously researched
account of a subject consistently misunderstood
and misrepresented. It changes our
understanding of an aspect of British cultural
history we thought we knew well. It will appeal to
students of twentieth century social and political
history and to anyone with a general interest in
the arts and in this period.
Music in the Women's Institute has become
stereotyped by the ritualistic singing of Jerusalem
at monthly meetings. Indeed, Jerusalem has had
an important role within the organization, and
provides a valuable means within which to assess
the organization's relationship with women's
suffrage and the importance of rurality in the
Women's Institute's identity. However, this book
looks beyond Jerusalem by examining the full
range of music making within the organization
and locates its significance within a wider
historical-cultural context. The Institute's
promotion of conducting - a regular part of its
musical activity since the 1930s - is discussed
within the context of embodying overtly feminist
sentiments. Lorna Gibson concludes that a
redefinition of the term 'feminism' is needed and
the concept of 'gendered spheres' of conducting
provides a useful means of understanding the
Institute's policy. The organization's promotion of
folk song is also examined and reveals the
Institute's contribution to the Folk Revival, as well
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as providing a valuable context within which to
understand the National Federation's first music
commission, Ralph Vaughan Williams's Folk Songs
of the Four Seasons (1950). This work, and the
Institute's second commission, Malcolm
Williamson's The Brilliant and the Dark (1969),
are examined with the context of the
organization's music policy. In addition to
discussing the background to the works, issues of
critical reception are addressed. The book
concludes with an Epilogue about the National
Society Choir (later known as the Avalon Singers),
which tested the organization's commitment to
amateur music making. The book is the result of
meticulous work undertaken in the archives of the
National Federation, the BBC Written Archives
Centre, the V&A archives, the Britten-Pears
Library, the Ralph Vaughan Williams Library, the
Women's Library and the Newspaper Library.
At this book's core is a critical edition of letters
exchanged over 50 years between Anglo-Irish
composer Elizabeth Maconchy (1907-1994) and
the Welsh composer Grace Williams (1906-1977).
These two innovative and talented women are
highly regarded for their music, their professional
activities and their roles in British musical life.
The edition comprises around 200 letters from
1927 to 1977, none of which have been published
before, along with scholarly introductions and
contextualizations. Interwoven commentaries, in
tandem with carefully constructed appendices,
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frame the letter texts. Moreover, the
commentaries and introductory essays highlight
and track the development of important themes
and issues that characterize the study of
twentieth-century British music today. This
edition presents a dialogue, through both sides of
a unique correspondence, offering an alternative
commentary on musical and cultural
developments of this period.
Ralph Vaughan Williams: A Research and
Information Guide presents the most extensive
annotated bibliography of its subject yet
produced. It offers comprehensive coverage of
the English composer's prose works and accounts
for over 1,000 secondary sources from all critical
and scholarly eras. A single-numbering format
and substantial indexes facilitate efficient
searches of what is the most complete
bibliography of Ralph Vaughan Williams since Neil
Butterworth's guide to research was published by
Garland in 1990.
A Celebration of Twentieth Century English
Composers
Music and Ideology
Vaughan Williams on Music
Unearthing Britain's Visionary Music
Vaughan Williams's Ninth Symphony
Letters of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 1895-1958
Concert audiences have an enduring affection for the music
of Ralph Vaughan Williamsa composer of dance, symphony,
opera, song, hymnody, and film musicand serious scholarship
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on his music is currently enjoying a revival. 2008 marks the
50th anniversary of Vaughan Williams passing (and 2007his
135th birthday); his worksparticularly his orchestral musicwill
likely find themselves programmed widely for this season,
and groups like the RVW Society which regularly hold
symposiums may have events planned in honor of the
composer. OUP-UK will be publishing a volume of Vaughan
WilliamsLetters, edited by Hugh Cobbe, likely to pub in 2008.
We should consider promoting the two volumes together. This
collection brings together a host of lively writingssome for the
first time, and many for the first time since their initial
publicationby one of the most articulate, beloved
andengaging English composers. Making available essays,
articles, broadcasts, and speech transcripts from 1901-1958,
Vaughan Williams on Music exemplifies the multi-faceted
nature of his contributions: active supporter of amateur music
and English music, a leader in the folksong revival,
educator,performer, and polemicist. Vaughan Williams was
one of the cultural giants of his day, a figure of iconic stature
whose influence stretched far beyond musical circles; his
friendships with Bertrand Russell and G. M. Trevelyan, and
his tireless work on behalf of a variety of organizations and
causes,from Jewish refugees to the Third Programme, gave
him a unique place in British national life. He also had a
powerful influence in the United States, at a time when the
special relationship was approaching its zenith. Through all
these perspectives, the words are unmistakably those of a
practicingcomposera young composer at the turn of the last
century, trying to find his own musical voice amid widely
diverse stylistic influences of the dominant and successful
figures of Brahms, Strauss, and Tchaikovsky, and a mature
composer in the mid-century, having found that glorious voice
whichcontinues to resound across the globe. The volume will
be an important contribution
to the literature not only on
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British music, but also on nineteenth- and twentieth-century
British cultural and intellectual life as a whole, placing
Vaughan Williamss political and aesthetic thought in a
broadercultural perspective. It will be a welcome read as well
for the general audience which loves the music of Vaughan
Williams, that will be listening to and remembering the
composer as this anniversary of his death approaches.
An icon of British national identity and one of the most widely
performed twentieth-century composers, Ralph Vaughan
Williams has been as much misunderstood as revered; his
international impact and enduring influence on areas as
diverse as church music, film scores and popular music has
been insufficiently appreciated. This volume brings together a
team of leading scholars, examining all areas of the
composer's output from new perspectives, and re-evaluating
the cultural politics of his lifelong advocacy for the musicmaking of ordinary people. Surveys of major genres are
complemented by chapters exploring such topics as the
composer's relationship with the BBC and his studies with
Ravel; uniquely, the book also includes specially
commissioned interviews with major living composers Peter
Maxwell Davies, Piers Hellawell, Nicola Lefanu and Anthony
Payne. The Companion is a vital resource for all those
interested in this pivotal figure of modern music.
This Companion celebrates the extraordinary riches of the
twentieth-century operatic repertoire in a collection of
specially commissioned essays written by a distinguished
team of academics, critics and practitioners. Beginning with a
discussion of the century's vital inheritance from late-romantic
operatic traditions in Germany and Italy, the text embraces
fresh investigations into various aspects of the genre in the
modern age, with a comprehensive coverage of the work of
individual composers from Debussy and Schoenberg to John
Adams and Harrison Birtwistle.
Traditional stylistic
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categorizations (including symbolism, expressionism, neoclassicism and minimalism) are reassessed from new critical
perspectives, and the distinctive operatic traditions of
Continental and Eastern Europe, Russia and the Soviet
Union, the United Kingdom and United States are subjected
to fresh scrutiny. The volume includes essays devoted to
avant-garde music theatre, operettas and musicals, filmed
opera, and ends with a discussion of the position of the genre
in today's cultural marketplace.
Music is a tremendously powerful channel through which
people develop their personal and social identities. Music is
used to communicate emotions, thoughts, political
statements, social relationships, and physical expressions.
But, just as language can mediate the construction and
negotiation of developing identities, so music can also be a
means of communication through which aspects of people's
identities are constructed. Music can have a profound
influence on our developing sense of identity, our values, and
our beliefs, be it from rock music, classical music, or jazz.
Musical identities (MacDonald, Hargreaves and Miell, 2002)
was unique in being in being one of the first books to explore
this fascinating topic. This new book documents the
remarkable expansion and growth in the study of musical
identities since the publication of the earlier work. The editors
identify three main features of current psychological
approaches to musical identities, which concern their
definition, development, and the identification of individual
differences, as well as four main real-life contexts in which
musical identities have been investigated, namely in music
and musical institutions; specific geographical communities;
education; and in health and well-being. This conceptual
framework provides the rationale for the structure of the
Handbook. The book is divided into seven main sections. The
first, 'Sociological, discursive
and narrative approaches',
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includes several general theoretical accounts of musical
identities from this perspective, as well as some more specific
investigations. The second and third main sections deal in
depth with two of the three psychological topics described
above, namely the development of and individual differences
in musical identities. The fourth, fifth and sixth main sections
pursue three of the real-life contexts identified above, namely
'Musical institutions and practitioners', 'Education', and
'Health and well-being'. The seventh and final main section of
the Handbook - 'Case studies' - includes chapters which look
at particular musical identities in specific times, places, or
contexts. The multidisciplinary range and breadth of the
Handbook's contents reflect the rapid changes that are taking
place in music, in digital technology, and in their role in
society as a whole, such that the study of musical identity is
likely to proliferate even further in the future.
Reviving Haydn
Ralph Vaughan Williams' Wind Works
Women Opera Composers
Heirs and rebels : letters written to each other and occasional
writings on music by Ralph Vaughan Williams and Gustav
Holst
The Choral-Orchestral Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams
Heirs and Rebels. Letters Written to Each Other and
Occasional Writings on Music. By R.V. Williams and Gustav
Holst. Edited by Ursula Vaughan Williams and Imogen Holst.
[With Portraits.].
Hamish MacCunn’s career unfolded amidst the
restructuring of British musical culture and
the rewriting of the Western European
political landscape. Having risen to fame in
the late 1880s with a string of Scottish
works, MacCunn further highlighted his
Caledonian background by cultivating a
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Scottish artistic persona that defined him
throughout his life. His attempts to broaden
his appeal ultimately failed. This, along
with his difficult personality and a series
of poor professional choices, led to the slow
demise of what began as a promising career.
As the first comprehensive study of MacCunn’s
life, the book illustrates how social and
cultural situations as well as his personal
relationships influenced his career. While
his fierce loyalty to his friends endeared
him to influential people who helped him
throughout his career, his refusal of his
Royal College of Music degree and his failure
to complete early commissions assured him a
difficult path. Drawing upon primary
resources, Oates traces the development of
MacCunn’s music chronologically, juxtaposing
his Scottish and more cosmopolitan
compositions within a discussion of his life
and other professional activities. This
picture of MacCunn and his music reveals on
the one hand a talented composer who played a
role in establishing national identity in
British music and, on the other, a man who
unwittingly sabotaged his own career.
By the 1840s Joseph Haydn, who died in 1809
as the most celebrated composer of his
generation, had degenerated into the bewigged
"Papa Haydn," a shallow placeholder in music
history who merely invented the forms used by
Beethoven.In a remarkable reversal, Haydn
swiftly regained his former stature within
the opening decades of the twentieth century.
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Reviving Haydn: New Appreciations in the
Twentieth Century examines both the decline
and the subsequent resurgence of Haydn's
reputation in an effort to better understand
the forces that shape critical reception on a
broad scale. No single person or event marked
the turning point for Haydn's reputation.
Instead a broad resurgence reshaped opinion
in Europe and the United States in short
order. The Haydn revival engaged many of the
music world's leading figures -- composers
(Vincent d'Indy and Arnold Schoenberg),
conductors (Arturo Toscanini), performers
(Wanda Landowska), critics (Lawrence Gilman),
and scholars (Heinrich Schenker and Donald
Tovey) -- each of whom valued Haydn's music
for specific reasons and used it to advance
particular goals. Yet each advocated for a
rehearing and rereading of the composer's
works, calling for a new appreciation of
Haydn's music. Bryan Proksch is Assistant
Professor of Music History at Lamar
University.
No description available.
The complete four-volume set includes major
essays and relevant discussions of the
musical forms in The Hymnal 1982 which cover
such topics as popular religious song,
cultural diversity, the relationship between
The Hymnal 1982 and the liturgies of The Book
of Common Prayer, the development of service
music in the Episcopal Church, hymn forms,
and a brief history of Christian hymnody in
the United States and Britain. In addition,
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complete information is given on all hymns
and service music which includes the sources
of text and music as well as biographical and
technical facts. (2,949 pp)
Proof Through the Night
Vaughan Williams Essays
A Research and Information Guide
"Beyond Jerusalem: Music in the Women's
Institute, 1919?969 "
Before the Arts Council
Heirs and Rebels

The author of several books on music and culture looks at
the various roles of music during World War I, from "La
Marseillaise" to "Over There," and examines music's
ability to reflect the profound doubts, passions, and
aspirations of society, both during the war and in its
aftermath. (Performing Arts)
First published in 2011, this text provides citations to the
core Holst literature. The volume is intended for students
and researchers, as well as those seeking an introduction
to Holst. The inclusion of materials for the non- specialist
seems entirely appropriate as Holst devoted much of his
career to teaching amateur musicians. The contents of this
book presents a selective, annotated list of essential
materials published through the end of 2009, although a
very few exceptions were made for a limited number of
post-2009 print and web resources.
This controversial study isolates and identifies the
intellectual, social, and political assumptions which
surrounded English music in the early-20th century. The
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authors deconstruct the established meanings of music in
this period, arguing that music was not just for the elite,
but it had come to represent a stronghold of national
values, reflecting the reassuring "Englishness" of middleclass life as well.
The history of women in the opera is a grand story.
Women were singers and patrons, of course, but from
opera’s beginnings in Renaissance Italy, they were also
opera composers and librettists. At first it was exclusively
for the nobility. In the 19th century, with the emergence
of the middle class and the rise of nationalism, there were
more public theaters and opera seemed to be everywhere.
This meant more opportunities for composers, though
men predominated. This book focuses on the women,
from the 16th century to today, who had successful
careers in opera, many of them well known in their time.
Music and the Great War
Letters Written to Each Other and Occasional Writings on
Music
The Cambridge Companion to Vaughan Williams
Handbook of Musical Identities
English Musical Renaissance, 1840-1940
Albion’s Glory
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